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This essay discusses the current situation in USA Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math 

(STEM) higher education. Possible solutions to the current "skills gap" facing an entire generation of 

young Americans are considered. It is put forth that an "Industry PhD" may be helpful for guiding the 

next generation of scientists into stable careers in the sciences. Discovery science, wherein one 

discovers natural laws of the universe, requires a different toolkit than one needs for doing applied 

science. This is the proposed "Academic PhD" track. Applied science is usually focused around a three 

to five year targeted plan, with a directly patentable application as the "end product". Discovery 

science usually takes longer, and is by its very nature uncertain. However, one must discover natural 

laws before one can apply and patent them. Both "Academic PhD" and "Industry PhD" tracks are 

required for healthy economic growth in industrial nations.
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Introduction

While top-ranked graduate schools in the US
have high rates of acceptance for international
students, fewer and fewer US citizens with four
year BA’s and BS’s in STEM subjects gain ad-
mission. Many of these US students attend large
public universities to earn these undergraduate
degrees, as these institutions generally have rel-
atively low tuition costs.

At larger institutes renowned for particular
graduate programs the focus for professors has
been shifted from teaching undergraduates, to
mentoring Master’s and PhD students through
scientific publishing. The undergraduate degrees
earned from these research-orientated universi-
ties do not give students job skills required for
even entry level STEM positions (such as a lab-
oratory technician). Frequently, a Master’s is re-
quired for these entry-level jobs in scientific mar-
kets like biotechnology and bioengineering.

This is due in part from the sheer amount
of scientific advancement that has been accom-
plished even within the last 20 years. There is
more to learn now than ever before, and this
results in longer time requirements for earning
graduate level STEM degrees.

The focus on education has shifted from un-
dergraduate to graduate at the large, inexpensive
universities. The legions of Bachelor’s STEM
students churned out by these institutions are
prepared for neither a US graduate school, nor a
“science job” with career prospects. Many USA
graduate schools are forced to admit highly qual-
ified international students over students from
their own undergraduate programs. This further
exacerbates the problem of USA youth unem-
ployment.

Notably, several EU countries such as Ger-
many have highly efficient job-to-work programs
that provide the labor force for their significantly
expanding manufacturing and engineering based
economies. Companies that require workers with
extensive technical training can apply for govern-
ment funds. These grants give free or low-cost
student stipends, and the young student is paid

to do technical internships that increase their ed-
ucation and skills.

These programs are already mimicked by some
US universities. If implemented more widely
and standardized, similar programs might pro-
vide the nation with a new, young and edu-
cated workforce for the rapidly expanding, global
STEM economy.

Why the USA Professors Aren’t Teach-

ing Undergraduates

The US higher educational system at an un-
dergraduate level is losing value. Wealthy stu-
dents can in essence “buy their degrees”. This
results in high grade inflation and lower stan-
dards at public universities in the science, tech-
nology, engineering and math (STEM) under-
graduate degrees. At larger (ca. +25,000
students) public universities, enormous lecture
courses are taught for hundreds of paying under-
graduates.

While the Professor gives the 45 to 60 minute,
two or three times a week lecture portion of the
course, the students spend more time learning
from the Teaching Assistants. TAs are usually
graduate students with a four year Bachelor’s
degree that have been accepted as members of
a graduate school within the university.

By teaching the undergrads the TAs earn their
“teaching credit” required for completing a Mas-
ter’s or PhD degree with a graduate school.
Many of these large public universities have high
quality graduate schools, but do not focus on
teaching at an undergraduate level.

Instead of actually teaching undergraduate
level courses, many STEM professors must “pub-
lish or perish” to ensure federal funding is
granted to their labs. Much of a professor’s time
is spent with their gradate students and postdoc-
toral scientists, working to ensure timely submis-
sion of papers, dissertations, and grants.

The US federal government has many grant-
ing opportunities that fund 5+ year contracts to
pay for a student to work through their Master’s
and PhD degrees. (The students usually earn a
little above cost of living for the particular US
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city or town.) The grant will also fund any lab
equipment needed to test the hypothesis (within
reason). This usually comes to a few million dol-
lars per professor, distributed over three to five
years.

This money is managed by a fleet of depart-
mental and graduate school administrative as-
sistants, a secretarial workforce that frequently
has better job security than the younger profes-
sors. As the money is granted to the professor
and not the school, the professor can leave the
university if they desire and take the money to
another institute. (This is, of course, usually
frowned upon.)

Grants can also be written between many de-
partments within the university, usually to pur-
chase large and expensive state-of-the-art scien-
tific instrumentation. This equipment shared by
the professors within the departments. These
professors can easily share students with other
member of the department who want to learn
cutting edge cross-disciplinary research from two
different professors.

As the US federal budget is much larger than
any State one, universities in the States com-
pete with each other for scientists that can write
these long term research grants. Professors that
are able to provide the university with a stream
of federal money for graduate students, postdoc-
toral positions, and equipment are highly valued
no matter how young or old they are. Many
professors are not required by their universities
to teach the larger lecture courses, unless the
professors are “between grants” and need a few
months of funding.

Instead of teaching undergraduates, they are
expected to publish in high ranking journals like
JACS, PNAS, and PRL. These articles usually
highlight part of the dissertation for a partic-
ular PhD student. PhD candidates are cho-
sen by their professors after careful interviews of
the entire graduate class. The federal granting
agencies tracks the students, and thus its invest-
ment in the student’s “science education qual-
ity”, through the independently peer reviewed

journals.

Thus, for admittance to graduate programs in
the States, the professors are looking for only
the most talented scientific minds of the genera-
tion to guide through the process of publishing
in international scientific journals. These young
scientists are “kept track of” in the established
scientific literature.

The research professors can have large labs,
but most try to keep the number of PhD and
postdoctoral students low so they have time to
personally guide the students though the current
scientific literature in their fields. Particular labs
where the professor is known for publishing at
high rates are very difficult to get into as a PhD
student, even once within the graduate program.

The limited number of spots and high number
of applicants drives up competition, and this se-
lects for students capable of handling the rigors
of peer review. Due to these time commitments
to higher-level students, the science courses in
these public universities at an undergraduate
level are not really “taught by the professor”.
This results in young science students with four
year degrees that are unqualified for the gradu-
ate school of the very university that gave them
an undergraduate education.

International STEM Undergraduate Ed-

ucations Feed Directly into STEM Jobs

These undergraduate students at large US uni-
versities struggle to compete with international
students on a global level for admission into
STEM graduate schools. Other nations have in-
vested their tax money in a good, free, and early
education in STEM for their youth.

US funded graduate programs are flooded with
competitive international students who work
hard in the lab, and want to work with the best
professors in the world for their higher educa-
tions. As one Lithuanian student getting a four
year Bachelor’s in Biophysics said, “We get a
very strong, Soviet-style eduction in math; and
we get it very young”. Once trained, these peo-
ple can get a good job in the US in industry, but
many go home and use their higher education to
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bring benefits to the country of their birth.

Germany is a country known for its strong tra-
dition in education for skills such as engineering
and medicine. Indeed, their young students are
frequently admitted to the best science higher
education programs in the world. This is per-
haps due to the long history of skilled trades,
guilds, and Mastercraftsmanship from the Mid-
dle Ages. These organizations are still alive in
parts of the German government and economy;
and are know for having intricate and secretive
hierarchical structures.

In contrast, the US STEM graduate school
system was born out of the Manhattan Project
and refined in the cold war as a method for giv-
ing the best weapons technology to the military.
Ultimately, for a US science academic career, the
law of publish or perish rules with an iron fist,
resulting in globally competitive innovative re-
search.

However, the system does not generally guar-
antee a tenured position for the young professor.
In contrast, for a European academic career, the
emphasis is upon acquiring a strictly defined set
of credentials and qualifications which earn you
the qualifications needed to teach at various lev-
els in the STEM fields.

STEM Education: the International Ap-

proach vs. the US Approach

These rigorous qualifications for academic po-
sitions in Germany are deigned to ensure high
quality of teaching for young STEM students.
Unfortunately, the lengthy time requirements for
earning these qualifications can serve to keep
younger scientists out of higher level academic
positions within university faculties. Addition-
ally, the habit of “inheriting” academic leader-
ship positions, and the funding they come with,
serves to keep young scientists with scientific
leaders to learn from them how to manage the
projects.

Leaving to gain experience with a different
professor is less encouraged, but the long-term
experience gained does result in strong teaching
careers at the university level. Unfortunately,

younger scientists can get trapped in lower ranks
at universities, with little opportunity for ad-
vancement. As one science postdoctoral student
in Germany put it, “In European Labs, you al-
ways apply to The Boss”. This is in contrast to
a US graduate school system, where you choose
a professor to work with after you are admitted
to the graduate program.

Progression up European academic ranks
seems to be linked more with age and time
spent on traditional projects with a particular,
well-established professor. The German Prof.s
are excellent at applying innovations in a lab,
and moving quickly to efficient product pro-
duction. This likely arises from the appren-
tice/journeyman/master system that quickly
gets highly trained students good jobs in science
industry.

However, their government is mostly inter-
ested in funding science with direct and im-
mediate economic applications. Prof.s are fre-
quently so busy managing many different short
term projects, that PhD and postdoctoral stu-
dents rarely see them. They are not coached
though the global standards of independent sci-
entific peer review, which is the basis of any
high quality PhD. This unfortunately serves to
dampen the mobility of young scientists up the
ranks, since they must serve under a Prof. for
many, many years to earn the right the take over
an authority position.

The US system, meanwhile, results in profes-
sors that are good at writing grants that fund
five year scientific endeavors. (However, these
professors tend to be “Ivy Tower” types and not
as good at “immediate economic applications of
the science”.) It is perhaps unfair to compare the
two graduate systems past a certain level, since
the States have a much bigger federal budget to
spend on state of the art scientific research than
any single European country.

There are scientific institutes in Europe (such
the Max Planck Institutes of Germany) where
principle investigators may have smaller labs to
concentrate on publishing in the leading journals
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like Science or Nature. Unfortunately these are
not connected with an underlying administra-
tive structure like the US-style Graduate Schools
funded with undergraduate tuition fees, making
it difficult for students to switch projects if they
decide to work with another professor.

However, for German students, you’re either
selected at a very young age for fast-tracked sci-
ence training and lifted up to an Institute, or
you must try and go through a university PhD
system more concerned with placing you with a
good company job than with getting you pub-
lished. The PhDs earned in some of the STEM
fields at some German universities are more like
certificates, in particularly for readily applied
sciences like Chemistry or Biology.

The German government pays the Prof. upon
completion of a student’s PhD degree, and the
student is not tracked further. This stands in
stark contrast to higher levels in US academia,
where the only thing that matters for your get-
ting hired as a professor at a university is your
“academic lineage”, and students are carefully
tracked by their undergraduate and graduate ad-
ministrations.

(This is not as true for getting a position in the
USA science industry. Industry jobs frequently
pay better than professorship positions, are more
stable, and scientists are not expected to publish.
On the other hand, they usually make you wear
a suit to work, something that does not sit well
with many academically inclined minds.)

Outlook

The US graduate academic system is good
at producing professors whose science measures
up to the global standards of publishing papers.
Under the shelter of the university system, tal-
ented young professors can write publications
for high ranking scientific journals using funds
from the federal government. The university has
grant managers departments, where legions of
administrators handle the money brought in by
the professor’s federal funding, as well as money
from any patents that result from the investi-
gation. In some ways, professors are treated as

small independent business owners in whom cap-
ital has been invested. They are permitted to
hire and fire students within their own lab, and
are expected to participate in faculty meetings
to help established professors ensure the depart-
ment continues to produce world-class scientific
research.

However, the US graduate schools should per-
haps recall that not everyone wants or needs to
be a world-class scientist. They could stand to
emulate the strong German tradition of applying
scientific discoveries for direct economic benefit
and the creation of stable, long term science jobs
that will need Master’s level lab qualifications.
Meanwhile, the German universities and funding
agencies might want to think less about short
term economic benefits derived from scientific
discovery, and allow greater flexibility for their
STEM students to work on their own projects.
That is, if their economy can afford to let their
young scientists work at a university rather than
a company.

To help increase the quality of USA un-
dergraduate STEM educations, more qualified
“teaching scientists” should be hired by the large
public universities to help the grant-writing pro-
fessors both teach and recruit students at young
ages. These students could then be directly
admitted to the graduate program, where they
would have several clear career tracks. One track
would allow STEM students to pursue academic
publishing if they desire, while also acquiring the
skills to teach and grade at an undergraduate
level. Another would provide a track for devel-
oping the skill sets needed for working in sci-
ence industries, and the student would earn an
“Industrial” Master’s or PhD. Several programs
incorporating industrial experience into the de-
gree have been started in the States. However,
the idea could use funding at the federal level
to compliment industrial investment in educa-
tion. Ideally, the student could be transferred
directly into a job or career with the company
they trained with and provide a return on the
investment.
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Many large US universities are already con-
verging on this solution. They could use federal
support to ensure enough teachers are hired to
focus on the undergraduate students, and to con-
tinually develop a standard curriculum relevant
for skills required in current STEM jobs. This
would enable the US students to gain the lab
skills they need to apply to Master’s programs af-
ter their four year undergraduate degrees. After
a year or two in the graduate program, the stu-
dent can make an informed choice about whether
they would like to continue doing academic re-
search and publishing, or transition into a career
in industry. Meanwhile, those that would prefer
to “get a real job” immediately can graduate and
enter the workforce at a technician level. They
can also stay in the program and do an industry-
track PhD, and gain the corporate business ex-
perience many STEM companies need in their
management levels. (See flowchart for outline of
the different graduate tracks.)
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